Introduction
Numerical models Domain is lumped in nodes and equations are approximated n th -order linear system Solution flops changes from O(n 3 ) for direct methods to O(n 5 ) for iterative methods 
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Thermal models automatic reduction
• The system is artificially extended to include nodes of the reduced model :
• The condensed-node temperatures are defined as weighted average temperatures of the correspondent nodes belonging to detailed model • Among the nodes belonging to detailed model, a dependent node is chosen in correspondence to each condensed one • The dependent-node temperatures are expressed in condensednode temperatures and in the remaining detailed-node temperatures • All dependent-node temperatures are eliminated, so it results: Thermal models automatic reduction
• sub matrices have to be indicated to eliminate the temperatures of remaining nodes belonging to detailed model :
• is obtained from the first system row and is replaced in the second row, so it results: 
Energetic criterion
Among the two models nodes -To provide a metric for models distance -It is not intrinsic to the model (depends from environmental conditions)
• Provides informations about heat unbalance • Provides criterion to accept reduction in various environmental cases
